


with Pride Toronto as the exclusive spirit sponsor
and official vodka of Pride Toronto, one of the
largest Pride festivals in the world, held every June
in the heart of downtown Toronto. The festival has
turned into a 10-day celebration of the diverse sex-
ual and gender identities, histories, cultures, fami-
lies and lives of Toronto’s Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
Transsexual, Trans gender, Inter sex, Queer, Ques -
tioning and 2 Spirited communities. Polar Ice
Vodka is proud to support this great event and cel-
ebrate diversity, a key value of the brand.

While Polar Ice’s longstanding Pride partner-
ship is a unique and memorable way to interact
with consumers, it is only part of the commitment
to community demonstrated by the brand. For the
second year in a row, Polar Ice Vodka is pledging
a portion of sales from a special edition bottle to
the Canadian AIDS Society — doubling its con-
tribution from year one. The special edition bot-
tle, designed by British Columbia artist Morgan
McConnell, embodies a message that HIV/AIDS
affects each and every Canadian. Programs sup-
ported by this fundraising initiative help enrich
the lives of people and communities living with
HIV/AIDS in Canada.

Polar Ice Vodka is one of the largest single
donors to the Canadian AIDS Society. Registered
as a charity since 1988, the Canadian AIDS
Society (CAS) is a national coalition of over 125
community-based AIDS organizations across
Canada. Polar Ice Vodka joins the Canadian
AIDS Society in its dedication to strengthening
the response to HIV/AIDS across all sectors of
society, and to enriching the lives of people and
communities living with HIV/AIDS.

HISTORY
McGuiness Distillers Company Limited intro-
duced Polar Ice Vodka to Canada in 1985. The
brand was originally launched as the first vodka
specially developed to be served frozen — hence
the slogan “born to freeze.”

In 1988, Corby Distilleries Limited purchased
the assets of the McGuiness Distilling Company
Limited, resulting in the acquisition of the Polar
Ice Vodka brand. Corby’s portfolio of owned-
brands includes some of the most renowned and
respected brands in Canada, including Wiser’s
Canadian whiskies and Lamb’s rum.

In 2006, Corby Distilleries Limited entered
into an agreement concerning the Canadian rep-
resentation of Pernod Ricard’s brands, production
of Corby’s owned-brands, an exchange of certain
assets and a combined strategic approach to the
Canadian market. The agreement resulted in
Pernod Ricard taking ownership of 46 per cent of
the capital of Corby and is considered to be
Corby’s ultimate parent. This transaction brought
together the best of two extraordinary organiza-
tions to the benefit of liquor brands, including
Polar Ice Vodka, licensees and consumers in
every region across Canada. In 2001 Polar Ice
Vodka underwent a makeover and re-emerged
with a fresh and modern new look. The brand

was repackaged with a more sophisticated and
modern bottle shape and moved from the original
black opaque bottle to a clear front panel. 

THE PRODUCT
With the introduction of the new Polar Ice Vodka
packaging in 2001 came overwhelming positive
feedback. The bottle design, style and price aligned
Polar Ice Vodka with other premium vodka brands.
Not only was the packaging evolved — the vodka
itself was also refined for a taste that is more pure
and smooth.

Polar Ice Vodka is produced from 100 per cent
Canadian grains for a truly authentic Canadian
flavour. The Polar Ice Vodka production process
incorporates quadruple distillation using a propri-
etary process known as Pressurized Extrac tive
Distillation — a unique process that removes
microscopic impurities to achieve the pure taste
specific to Polar Ice Vodka. The quadruple dis-
tilled vodka is then filtered three times for purity
and bottled at eighty proof.

With a great new package and an improved
taste, the positioning of the new Polar Ice 
Vodka evolved into a brand that was about style, 
sophistication and simplicity. Made with 100 per

cent premium grains, Polar Ice Vodka is excep-
tionally smooth — perfect for making great cock-
tails. No longer a floor brand, Polar Ice Vodka
measures up in the premium vodka category. It
has been described as a featherweight vodka with
a satin-like texture and a delicate, faintly citrus
bouquet. Gliding over the palate leaving nothing

behind, its finish is warm and
relaxed. Polar Ice Vodka is a savvy
premium spirit, priced to attract all
vodka consumers.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
Being a young brand within the vodka
market, recent developments focus on
the incredible brand growth following
its re-launch in 2001. In 2008, Polar
Ice Vodka became the third-largest
vodka brand in Canada and is now
established as the ninth-ranked spirit
brand in the country. 

In the spring of 2008, Polar Ice
Vodka expanded into the flavoured

vodka market for the first time with two proudly
Canadian varieties: Northern Maple and Arctic
Berry. Both new flavours reflect the proud
Canadian heritage of the brand and produce the
same quality and purity Canadians have come to
expect from the Polar Ice Vodka brand.

Northern Maple will immediately transport
consumers to the tree-covered sugar shacks of
Eastern Canada with the sweet familiar scent that
rises off the spirit. Surprisingly smooth and clean
tasting, the flavour is achieved through the use of
100 per cent natural flavours resulting in an ele-
gant maple flavour with subtle notes of vanilla.

The full-bodied flavour of the new Arctic
Berry uses a uniquely Canadian blend of all-
natural berry flavours for a fruity twist on the 
traditional Polar Ice Vodka that is perfect for
creating an innovative fruit-inspired cocktail.

BRAND VALUES
Polar Ice Vodka is a proud Canadian brand that
values Honesty (Integrity), Discovery, Clarity and
Community (Diversity).

The importance of demonstrating these guid-
ing values has been an important priority for the
brand. Since 1999 Polar Ice Vodka has partnered
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❍ Polar Ice Vodka is 100 per cent Canadian
made.

❍ Polar Ice Vodka celebrates its 30th birthday
in 2010.

❍ Polar Ice Vodka is one of the fastest-growing
imported vodkas in the United States since
its introduction in 2001. 

THINGS YOU DIDN’T KNOW ABOUT
POLAR ICE VODKA
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